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What is 
sustainable 

tourism and 
why is it 

important?

Sustainable tourism is a new approach to tourism. It strives to combine conservation 
and protection of the environment, cultural promotion, appreciation for traditions, and 
respect for people (particularly the local community) in an attempt to enhance the 
positive experience of tourists and encourage business viability.

According to the 2017 Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Index published biannually by 
the World Economic Forum, Brazil was ranked the top country in the world for natural 
resources. It highlights is the State of Mato Grosso, with its plentiful natural and cultural 
resources. The state has a distinct propensity towards natural tourism which, according 
to Embratur in 2018, represented 16.6% of travel made to the country.

Mato Grosso is home to uncountable treasures, like the three key biomes that are found 
in its territory: the Cerrado, the Amazon and the Pantanal. The latter two are regarded as 
a Natural Heritage of Humanity.

Boasting exuberant beauty, the four tourist hubs in the state feature: The Amazon Forest, 
with its diversity of fauna and fl ora; the Pantanal, the world’s largest fl oodplain featuring 
the richest biodiversity of animals on the planet; the Cerrado, replete with plateaus, 
caves and breathtaking waterfalls; and the Araguaia region, with the mysticism of the 
Serra do Roncador combined with the freshwater beaches of the Araguaia River. In all 
four regions, the warmth and hospitality of the people is striking, combined with a rich 
cultural heritage, particularly in Cuiabá. There is also a plethora of regional cuisine, based 
primarily on fi sh and intermingled with the fl avors, fruits and spices of the land.

This touristic potential provides ample opportunities, but it also creates signifi cant 
challenges. Choosing a more sustainable approach of tourism is the best way to achieve 
environmentally responsible, socially equitable and economically viable development.

This publication is intended to support the transformation of economic structures to 
advance environmental sustainability. By developing more equitable and sustainable 
tourism, we promote the creation of decent jobs, reduce poverty, and improve human 
welfare.
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The State of
Mato Grosso and

its biomes

Located in the northern part of 

Mato Grosso, this biome boasts 

the highest land coverage at 53%.

It is considered the vastest biome 

in Brazil and includes 16 Protected 

Areas in the state alone.

AMAZON BIOME
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It is the second-largest biome in 

South America and covers 40% of 

the state territory. The region is widely 

renowned as the richest savanna in 

the world from a biological diversity 

point of view. There are 24 Protected 

Areas in the region.

Located in the southern portion of 

Mato Grosso, it has the lowest

territorial share at only 7%.

It is one of the most extensive fl oodplains 

in the world. It has been recognized 

by the United Nations Educational, 

Scientifi c and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) as a World Heritage Site and 

Biosphere Reserve. There are 5 Protected 

Areas in the region.

CERRADO BIOME

PANTANAL BIOME
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Tourism destinations and organizations in the sector need to observe the 
2030 Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals as guidelines when 
carrying out their activities.

To learn more, visit:
http://turism4sdgs.org 
https://nacoesunidas.org/pos2015/agenda2030/ 

Sustainable 
Development Goals 

(SDGs)
The SDGs directly 
linked to tourism
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SDG 6 - CLEAN WATER
AND SANITATION
E�  cient management and use of water, 
investments in supply, safe access to water, 
hygiene and sanitation, and technological 
e�  ciency.

SDG 7 - AFFORDABLE AND 
CLEAN ENERGY
Promote investments in clean energy 
sources to help reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions with access to renewable energy 
for all.

SDG 8 - DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH
Create job opportunities (especially for 
young people and women) by playing a 
role in promoting positive socioeconomic 
impacts on the local economy.

SDG 12 -  RESPONSIBLE 
CONSUMPTION AND 
PRODUCTION
Adopt sustainable modes of consumption 
and production while expediting a shift 
towards sustainability, such as employing 
tools to monitor sustainable development 
and the impacts on tourism development 
(including energy, water, waste, biodiversity 
and creation of green jobs).

SDG 13 - CLIMATE ACTION
Economic activities related to tourism can 
reduce carbon emissions. Innovative and 
a� ordable solutions already in place for 
fi elds like hospitality, transportation and 
food services.

SDG 14 - LIFE BELOW WATER
Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, 
seas and marine resources for sustainable 
development.

SDG 11 - SUSTAINABLE CITIES 
AND COMMUNITIES
Investments in safe, a� ordable and 
sustainable transportation infrastructures, 
reducing air pollution and integrated 
planning to create “smarter” cities for 
tourists and residents.

SDG 15 - LIFE ON LAND
Protecting, restoring and promoting the 
sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, 
sustainably managing forests, combating 
desertifi cation, stop and reverse land 
degradation and stop biodiversity loss.
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Tourism interested parties shall seek and promote mechanisms and actions of 
social and environmental responsibility and economic equality, including the 
defense of human rights, responsible use of land, resources, consumption of 
materials and services, maintaining or increasing the dignity of the employees 
and the well-being of communities involved.
Note Local population can include native population.

In all stages of implementation and operation, tourism interested parties 
shall adopt practices of carrying capacity and minimal impact on the natural 
environment, including wildlife protection, monitoring and e� ectively mitigating 
any negative impact, and thus contribute towards maintaining the natural 
dynamics and processes of their physical, biological and landscape aspects, 
taking into account the existing social and economic context. This could include 
measures related to climate change adaptation.

Tourism interested parties shall recognize and respect the historical-cultural 
heritage of the tourism destinations. Tourism activities shall be planned, 
implemented and managed in harmony with the cultural traditions and 
values, collaborating towards their development.

Tourism interested parties shall set up and/or promote ethical business 
processes that seek to engage the corporate responsibility (social, economic and 
environmental) of those involved, increasing the commitment to the sustainability 
of destinations and businesses in the elaboration and implementation of mission, 
goals, strategies, plans and processes of management.

Due to its relation with the concepts of sustainable development, the entire ecosystem comprised of people, 
institutions, groups and government agencies is a crucial strategy for the virtuous cycle of tourism. Stakeholders 
in tourism are expected to act responsibly and adhere to the guidelines in their day-today work, planning and 
operations.

Manage 
sustainable 
tourism 
e� ectively

Preserve 
the natural 
environment 
and its 
biodiversity

Give 
consideration 
to cultural 
heritage and 
local values

Guarantee the 
rights of local 
populations

The eight principles of sustainable tourism
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Tourism interested parties shall provide reliable information, promote 
tourism destinations awareness, evaluate tourist satisfaction and 
encourage the implementation of recognized service standards related, 
but not limited to sustainability, quality, accessibility and food safety.

Tourism interested parties should contribute to enhance 
destinations safety and security, increasing levels of safety and 
security and comfort of local population and tourists.

Tourism interested parties shall identify and be aware of 
applicable legal requirements.

Tourism interested parties shall contribute towards strengthening 
the local economy, raising skill-levels, increasing economic impacts, 
generating jobs, work and income, and fomenting the local capacity 
to develop tourist enterprises stimulating, at the same time, the local 
responsible supply chains.

Stimulate the 
social and 
economic 
development 
of tourist 
destinations

Ensure the 
quality of tourism 
products and 
processes

Encourage 
security at 
destinations

Respect 
prevailing laws
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Make sure that sustainability is an intrinsic part of your strategy. Decisions 
should be based on this perspective, and the impacts from these decisions 
need to be addressed.

The rights of the local community, especially traditional populations, need to 
be respected within the organization’s operations and practices.

Create an organized group, committee, or board that is tasked with engaging the 
private and public sector in sustainable tourism-related ideas. This group shall be 
suitable to the size and scale of the destination and have defi ned responsibilities, 
oversight, and implementation abilities to manage local environmental, economic, 
social, and cultural issues

Ongoing programs need to be o� ered to communities a� ected by involved in 
tourism so that they can improve their understanding of the opportunities 
and challenges involved in this activity, along with the importance of their 
sustainability.

Manage 
sustainable 
tourism 
e� ectively

How to practice the principles of sustainable tourism

Company

Company

Destination

Destination

Guarantee the 
rights of local 
populations
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Set the visitor capacity and adopt activities that have a minimum environ-
mental impact, preserving the natural areas and protecting the fl ora and fauna 
while conducting their businesses.

Company

Set policies and programs involving the protection of Destination areas and 
establish relevant control and management tools. These policies and programs 
should be derived from studies on any impacts involving visitor capacity and 
engagement in management related to the biome and biodiversity of the natural 
environment. Use public policies to stimulate measures for minimizing water 
and energy consumption, reducing solid waste generation, treating e�  uents 
and conserving the natural environment where they conduct their activities.

Destination

Preserve 
the natural 
environment 
and its 
biodiversity

Support and communicate initiatives on understanding, enhancing, preserving, 
respect for, and promotion of, local cultures.

Company

Work on a policy and system for assessing, rehabilitating and conserving natural 
and cultural sites, including constructed heritage (historical and archaeological) 
and rural and urban visits.

Destination

Give 
consideration 
to cultural 
heritage and 
local values
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To the highest extent practicable, employ workers (employees, subcontractors 
or freelancers) from local or regional communities. Commit to benefi ting from 
people and local production, encouraging quality and sustainability. Support 
and train people from local communities to o� er their services and provide 
materials to the organization. Encourage the procurement of local products 
and their consumption among tourists.

Incentivize local businesses to provide employment for the local population, 
including vocational training opportunities, job security and fair wages 
for all. Lend support to small and medium-sized local businesses, help 
promote and develop sustainable local products and fair trade based on the 
culture of the region. Monitor the direct and indirect economic contribution 
that tourism has on the economy of the destination and report it to the 
population.

How to practice the principles of sustainable tourism

Company

Destination

Stimulate the 
social and 
economic 
development 
of tourist 
destinations

Defi ne and maintain a procedure to identify tourists’ expectations for 
the products and services o� ered and include a method for responding 
consistently to complaints and suggestions received.

Monitor, avert and publicly report any crime, safety and health risks. Monitor and 
report on visitor satisfaction and, if necessary, take steps to improve it.

Company

Destination

Ensure the 
quality of tourism 
products and 
processes
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O� er safe products and services, with a focus on managing the risks associated 
with tourist activities. Establish emergency plans, whenever pertinent, in order 
to respond to unwanted circumstances that may a� ect the safety of tourists.

Recognize risks and adopt measures to maintain safe and secure environments 
for promoting tourism. Support and provide assistance to tourists in the event of 
unfortunate situations that could a� ect their safety.

Company

Destination

Comply with and respect the applicable laws related to the impacts generated 
by your business. Plan and implement measures to prevent any detrimental 
impacts on the local culture from your activities.

Company

Consider adopting legal provisions that encourage sustainable tourism 
development, seeking to minimize its negative impacts and leverage the positive 
impacts.

Destination

Encourage 
security at 
destinations

Respect 
prevailing
laws
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Sustainable practices are individual 
or collective initiatives taken by 
organizations to minimize adverse 
impacts and leverage the positive 
impacts generated by them.

Among other benefi ts, sustainable 
practices can reduce costs, ensure 
quality and safety for consumers, 
improve relations with the local 
community, develop the region’s 
economy, preserve the environment 
and promote local culture.

From the examples and guidelines 
provided in this publication, along 
with the sustainable practices 
suggested, the hope is that your 
company or destination will 
be inspired to plan and carry 
out activities which respect the 
principles of sustainability and 
contributing to the sustainable 
development goals.

Best 
practices for 
Sustainable 

Tourism
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WATER
USAGE

SOLID
WASTE

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

RESTAURANT

ADVENTURE 
TOURISM 

BUSINESSES

ACCOMMODATION 
FACILITIES

RECEPTION 
AGENCIES

Sustainable practices in the tourism industry
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A. Reduce water consumption through initiatives such as 
low fl ow devices, air injection, and campaigns for reducing 
water consumption (for employees and customers).

B. Organize and carry out periodic inspections to identify 
leaks.

C. Use a specifi c program to reduce the need for having to 
change bed linen and towels on a daily basis, reducing the 
amount of times these articles are washed.

D. Install rainwater collection gutters for irrigating gardens, 
cleaning fl oors, car washes and for use in toilets.

E. Preserve and revitalize freshwater sources. 

F. Utilize a drainage device for swimming pools.

G. Use cleaning products that are tailored for laundry and 
kitchens.

H. Reuse gray water (for example: use for irrigating 
gardens, fl oor cleaning and car washes).

I. Use wastewater treatment systems.

J. Where relevant, carry out a water treatment processes 
(for example, treat wastewater for irrigation, dispose of in 
water bodies with appropriate environmental permits or 
other uses provided by law).

A. Favor making procurements of bulk packaging products 
when compatible with the organization’s operations 
and environmental conditions, while also accounting for 
safety, quality and economic aspects.

B. Reduce the use of disposable packaging.

C. Use the appropriate containers for collection.

D. Perform selective collection, handling and proper 
disposal.

E. Carry out a secondary separation of waste with 
temporary storage containers.

F. Reuse organic waste as material that the local 
community can use for production.

G. Establish contractual agreements with suppliers for 
the collection of packaging (reverse logistics) and unused 
products.

A. Make the proper selection and consumption of building 
materials.

B. Use thermal insulation for walls, ceilings and frames.

C. Whenever possible, encourage natural ventilation to be 
used on the premises.

D. Optimize the use of shady and sunny areas.

E. Favor the use of natural lighting.

F. Minimize leakages and heat losses in hydraulic 
installations, and heating and cooling systems.  

G. Use equipment and heating or cooling devices with 
maximized energy e�  ciency.

H.  Prioritize the use of energy-e�  cient vehicles, performing 
routine maintenance and planning for how the fl eet is 
used, streamlining its e�  ciency, opting for more e�  cient 
routes and schedules, conducting driver training in cost-
e� ective driving and other equivalent steps.

I. Use renewable energy sources such as solar and wind 
power.
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RESTAURANT

ADVENTURE 
TOURISM 

BUSINESSES

ACCOMMODATION 
FACILITIES

RECEPTION 
AGENCIES

SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF 
DESTINATIONS

CO M M U N I CAT I O N 
AND ENGAGEMENT

INFORMATION TO 
BE PROVIDED TO 
CUSTOMERS
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A. Perform actions geared towards a solidarity economy.

B. Donate obsolete products and equipment to the 
community.

C. Encourage employees to take part in volunteer work.

D. Promote social events for the community.

A. Provide information on the organization’s commitment 
to sustainable tourism.

B. O� er local historical, cultural and ecological 
information about environmental protection e� orts that 
have been taken in the region.

C. Report on the various protected natural areas and 
other natural attractions of interest in the region.

D. Provide information on cultural activities in the region.

E. Make available information on the location’s 
accessibility in providing services for people with 
disabilities, the elderly, pregnant women and people 
with children.

A. Educate consumers on the website, through the 
reservation system, at check-in, in the accommodation 
unit, in social areas, through verbal information, displays, 
signage, booklets or manuals.

B. Promote educational activities with the local 
community, like visits to the lodging facilities, lectures, 
contests, publicity about the practices through meetings, 
lectures, information, and others.

C. Train employees by holding meetings, workshops, 
courses, lectures, seminars, congresses, volunteer 
programs, etc.

D. Conduct joint initiatives with other lodging facilities 
and community stakeholders to promote the sustainable 
development of the destination, including e� orts like 
collective procurement, waste management, social 
activities, and others.

E. Educate and encourage suppliers to implement 
sustainable production and supply practices through 
meetings, lectures, information and similar measures.

F. O� er briefi ngs on the consumption of local products, 
emphasizing the cuisine of the region.

G. Provide information on tourist activities conducted in 
the region.

H. Give details on programs that have been designed to 
refl ect the conscious consumption of energy, e�  cient 
use of water, e�  uent treatment and solid waste 
management.

I. Report on protection and security measures and 
procedures for customers.

J. Provide information on cultural and ecological 
awareness, including how to behave in local communities 
and on the responsibilities when visiting them.
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RESTAURANT

ADVENTURE 
TOURISM 

BUSINESSES

ACCOMMODATION 
FACILITIES

RECEPTION 
AGENCIES

PRESERVATION OF 
BIODIVERSITY, FLORA 
AND FAUNA

SOCIAL AND 
CULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT

ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT
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PRESERVATION OF 
BIODIVERSITY, FLORA 
AND FAUNA

A. Create or participate in programs to protect the fauna 
and fl ora in your region.

B. Ensure the well-being of animals used in tourism 
activities that are promoted by the organization, respecting 
all the needs for food, health and rest.

C. Encourage educational campaigns with customers 
and the community in order to create an understanding, 
appreciation and preservation of ecosystems in the region.

D. When the business is within a Conservation Unit or 
in areas under its auspice, the peculiarities of existing 
biomes and species of biodiversity must be taken into 
consideration, along with the policies and protection 
programs in these areas.

E. Fight against practices or traditions that harm the 
environment.

A. Prevent the desecration or uncontrolled use of sacred 
sites by consumers and/or employees.

B. Make customers aware of the specifi c customs of 
traditional populations.

C. Payback or compensate traditional populations for 
using their resources, traditions or knowledge.

D. Support activities to improve the living conditions for 
traditional populations in accordance with the priorities 
defi ned by them.

E. Consider, accommodate and respect traditional 
populations’ use of resources, including their freedom of 
passage, access to sacred sites, extractive use of natural 
resources, and so on.

F. Prevent traditional economic activities from being 
abandoned due to tourism.

A. Play a part in the economic development of the 
municipality by choosing to procure products and 
services from local businesses in order to bolster the local 
economy.

B. Hire a local labor force.

C. Comply with laws and standards pertaining to 
accessibility.

D. Give preference to local suppliers and vendors.
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To fi nd out more!
Cambará Eco Hotel
https://www.cambaraecohotel.com.br/projetos-premios 

Hotel Sesc Porto Cercado Environmental
and Ecotechnical Education 
http://www.turismo.gov.br/ultimas noticias/12060-doze- 

iniciativas-brasileiras-de turismosustent%C3%A1vel-

s%C3%A3o-reconhecidas pelo-pr%C3%AAmio-

braztoa-.html

Sustainable Tourism Map in Brazil - Braztoa
http://iniciativassustentaveis.turismo.gov.br/ 

Banco Santander. Sustainability Guide: 
Accommodation Facilities
http://www.institutobrasilrural.org.br/

download/20120219 142742.pdf 

Association of Charming Travel Destination 
Hotels “Hotéis Roteiro de Charme”.

Charming Travel Destination Code of 
Environmental Ethics and Conduct 
https://www.roteirosdecharme.com.br/guia.

php?fl ip=4#guia/ 

Standardization and Certification for SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
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ISO - International Organization for 
Standardization - ISO 21401:2018 - 
Sustainability Management System 
for accommodation establishments   
requirements. 
https://www.iso.org/standard/70869.html 

Natural Origin Restaurant - Zero Waste Seal 
https://projetocolabora.com.br/ods12/https-

projetocolabora-com-br-sustentabilidade-ummundo-

novo-a-partir-da-comida/ 

https://ilzb.org/noticias/semana-lixo-zero-nacional/ 

Vivejar - Sustainability
http://sustentabilidade.sebrae.com.br/sites/

Sustentabilidade/Acontece/Noticias/caso-desucesso-viv

ejar,c9bb7822b5373610VgnVCM1000004c00210aRCRD 

https://vivejar.com.br/pt/vivejar-conquista-premios-

nacionais-de-turismo/ 

Roraima Adventures - Braztoa Sustainability 
Award
https://roraimaadventures.com.br/sustentabilidade/ 

BWT Operadora - Sustainability
https://www.bwtoperadora.com.br/sustentabilidade/ 

Tourism Guide and Sustainability Guidelines 
for Tourism Service Providers 
http://www.turismo.gov.br/images/pdf/06_06_2016_

mtur_guia_turismo_sustentabilidade.pd 

Rio da Prata Ecological Retreat
https://www.riodaprata.eco.br/ 

ISO - International Organization for 
Standardization - ISO 20611:2018 Adventure 
tourism - Good practices for sustainability - 
Requirements and recommendations.
https://www.iso.org/standard/68548.html 
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Certifi cations for 
Sustainable Tourism

You may have heard of certifi cations, but what does a 
sustainable tourism certifi cation mean? If you guessed 
that it’s a way to ensure that a company or product is 
sustainable, you’re right! But to have accreditation, the 
certifi cation needs to be done by an independent and 
reliable organization.

Also keep in mind that certifi cation is not an end in 
itself, but the natural consequence for the company 
that meets the requirements and can hence be called 
sustainable. There are a number of benefi ts from 
certifi cation, as illustrated on the side panel.

There are many types of certifi cation in sustainable 
tourism, and the company needs to fi gure out which 
of them adds value to the business and helps in 
communicating with the market it operates in and with 
its customers.
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Benefi ts of 
Certifi cation

Increased e�  ciency in business management
Reduction of operational costs 
Stronger relationships with stakeholders
Boost in customer satisfaction
Greater employee engagement
Improved performance results
Increased brand strength
Spontaneous media
Better public image
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Certifi cation for 
accommodation 
establishments 

How to begin?
Identify the aspects and 
impacts of your business

Evaluate the aspects and 
impacts of your business

Implement measures 
(sustainable practices)

Create goals for your business

Establish the habit of evaluating 
the results of your business (goals 
and indicators)

Promote and demonstrate 
that your business is 
sustainable. Get certifi ed!

Track the results

1

3

4

5

6

7

2
this is the type of business you’re in, then the 
certifi cation that applies to your organization is 
the ISO 21401:2018 International Standard 
- Sustainability Management System for 
Accommodation Establishments. To do this, you 
will need to adopt a Sustainability Management 
system that is based on the aspects and impacts 
related to your business. Having a sustainable 
hotel means making management decisions in an 
environmentally responsible, socially equitable and 
economically viable manner.

Conduct a diagnosis to measure how much the 
business is comply with ISO 21401, making any 
necessary improvements in pursuing certifi cation.
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• Examples of economic aspects: job creation, customer 
satisfaction, procurement of local products.

• Examples of social aspects: relationship with the local 
culture and community (population).

• Examples of environmental aspects: water 
consumption, energy consumption, generation of 
waste, generation of e�  uents (water and sewage).

• Calculate the results with the measures taken (new 
sustainable practices). Assess the situation before 
and after the measures have been implemented 

• Define business goals related to the impacts, 
measures and indicators used, to improve your 
business, making it increasingly sustainable.

• Pursue certification to prove your business’ 
sustainability to the market at large. 

• Measure monthly results and start making decisions 
based on the data and information acquired.

• This Manual describes examples of sustainable practices 
for minimizing high negative impacts and maximizing 
positive impacts 

• Categorize the impacts as positive or negative and 
signifi cant or non-signifi cant.

• There are many ways to qualify these impacts. The 
simplest is to think about how relevant they are  

• Examples of economic impacts: increase in employment 
and income or higher customer satisfaction.

• Examples of social impacts: community satisfaction 
(local population) or promotion of local culture.

• Examples of environmental impacts: reducing water 
availability, soil contamination or polluted surface water 
(rivers and lakes).

and use indicators to track the process over time.

• Link your business goals to the identified impacts and 
plan new measures (sustainable practices) to achieve 
them.

(signifi cant or non-signifi cant) and how much they have 
an impact on the cost, image and running of the business. 
Categorize them as low, medium, or high impact in order 
to make it easier to prioritize mitigation and planning 
initiatives.
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Certifi cation for 
reception agencies and 
adventure tourism 
activity provider

In order to receive certifi cation for your reception agency 
or adventure tourism activity provider, you need to 
establish good sustainability practices at your company. 
These practices are outlined in the ISO 20611: 2018 
International Standard - Good sustainability 
practices and are designed to diminish the impacts 
generated by the company’s tourism activities. These 
impacts include: the use of natural resources, water 
and energy consumption, protection of biodiversity and 
natural habitats, respect for employees and the local 
community, promoting and respecting local culture, 
working conditions, adopting fair trade practices, 
managing the fi nancial risks related to the business 
and creating jobs. For adventure companies specifi cally, 
you can also apply for a safety management system 
certifi cation, based on ISO 21101 - Safety management 
system for adventure tourism, which will make your 
business safer.

Identify the aspects and impacts of 
your business and its activities

How to begin?

Evaluate the aspects and 
impacts of your business

Implement measures 
(sustainable practices)

Create goals for
your business

Establish the habit of evalua-
ting the results of your busi-
ness (goals and indicators)

Promote and demonstrate 
that your business is 
sustainable. Get certifi ed!

Track the results

1

3

4

5

6

7

2
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• Evaluate the results with the measures taken (new 
sustainable practices). Assess the situation before 
and after the measures have been implemented and 

• Define business goals related to the impacts, 
measures and indicators used, to improve your 
business, making it increasingly sustainable. 

• Pursue certification to prove your business’ 
sustainability to the market at large. 

• Measure the monthly results and start making 
decisions based on that data and information acquired.

• This Manual describes examples of sustainable practices 
for minimizing high negative impacts and maximizing 
positive impacts.

• Categorize the impacts as positive or negative and 
signifi cant or non-signifi cant.

• There are many ways to qualify these impacts.  
The simplest is to consider how relevant it is (signifi cant 

use indicators to track the process over time.

• Link your business goals to the identified impacts and 
plan new measures (sustainable practices) to achieve 
them.

or non-signifi cant) and how much it impacts the cost, 
image and running of the business. Categorize them as 
low, medium, or high impact in order to make it easier to 
prioritize mitigation and planning initiatives.

• Examples of economic aspects: job creation, customer 
satisfaction, procurement of local products.

• Examples of social aspects: relationship with the local 
culture and community (population).

• Examples of environmental aspects: water 
consumption, energy consumption, generation of 
waste, generation of e�  uents (water and sewage).

• Examples of economic impacts: increase in employment 
and income or higher customer satisfaction.

• Examples of social impacts: community satisfaction 
(local population) or promotion of local culture.

• Examples of environmental impacts: reducing water 
availability, soil contamination or polluted surface water 
(rivers and lakes).
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Food service 
certifi cation (bars 
and restaurants)

If you are running a business in the food services industry, take 
note that bars and restaurants can be certifi ed in relation to 
the NBR 15635 standard: Food services - Requirements 
for good hygienic and health practices and essential 
operational controls. This will allow you to show your 
customers that your business maintains food safety practices.

Brazil does not currently have a recognized certifi cation to vouch 
for the sustainability of food services. But there is a possibility 
that the industry will begin to move in this direction, adopting 
sustainable practices related to the aspects and impacts of 
sustainability in your business, such as: water consumption, 
energy consumption, solid waste generation (packaging and 
organic material), job creation, showing appreciation for local 
(culinary) culture, procuring from local suppliers and/or using 
local ingredients, using organic ingredients, and others.

Identify your business’ 
contamination hazards and 
their sources 

How to begin?

Assess the business’ facilities 
and procedures for handling 
food

Implement measures (safe 
practices)

Establish the habit

Promote and demonstrate 
that your business is 
sustainable. Get certifi ed!

Evaluate the results

1

3

4

5

6

2
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Additional tip: despite there currently being no sustainability certifi cation for bars and restaurants, sustainable practices 
can also be adopted at your business. Learn about and adapt routines based in the  accommodation facilities’s certifi ca-
tion

• Contamination hazards can include:

− Biological hazards: caused by microorganisms that 
cannot be seen with the naked eye, but which are 
known contaminants in food.

− Chemical hazards: caused by disinfectants, rat poison, 
insecticides, and others.

− Physical hazards: caused by materials that can cause 
injuries like nails, pieces of plastic, glass and bones, fi sh 
bones and other objects.

• Evaluate the results with the measures taken. Make 
sure that your business is safer and that any risks of 
contamination have been diminished.

• Create new routines based on the practices that have 
been adopted, incorporating and maintaining these 
customs in the business’ operation.

• Pursue certifi cation to prove your business’ safety to 
the market.

• Some examples of safe practices are: taking 
care of personal hygiene and behavior in the work 
environment, sanitizing utensils and equipment, 
maintaining water quality, pest control, choosing the 

• Based on the hazards and sources of contamination 
found above, make an assessment of the current state 
of the facilities and the food handling procedures, from 

• The primary sources and causes of these hazards are:

− Biological hazards: lack of personal hygiene, lack 
of hygienic utensils and equipment or insu�  cient 
precautions for food preparation and distribution.

− Chemical hazards: raw materials, such as meats, 
which may contain excess antibiotics, or plants that 
could contain pesticides, or through carelessness during 
the preparation and distribution of food.

− Physical hazards: pieces of plastic from packaging, metal 
pieces that break o�  from equipment, pieces of glass falling 
from lamps or glass objects that have been broken.

 receipt and storage of raw materials to the preparation 
and delivery of food and drinks for all employees 
involved.

proper areas for preparing and selling food, selection 
and procurement of goods, the way goods are stored, 
food preparation, food maintenance, transportation 
and distribution of food.
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Certifi cation for event 
companies

For the event industry, certifi cation currently exists 
to certify the holding of sustainable events. This 
certifi cation is based on ISO 20121 - Sustainable 
Event Management System. This will require a 
management system based on the sustainability 
aspects and impacts related to all event planning.

How to begin?
Identify the aspects and 
impacts of your business and 
of the events it organizes

Evaluate the aspects and 
impacts of your business

Implement measures 
(sustainable practices)

Create goals for your business

Establish the habit of evaluating 
the results of your business 
(indicators and goals)

Promote and demonstrate 
that your business is 
sustainable. Get certifi ed!

Track the results

1

3

4

5

6

7

2
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• Calculate the results with the measures taken 
(sustainable practices). Assess the situation before 
and after the measures have been implemented. Use 

• Define busisness goals related to the impacts, along 
with the measures and indicators applied, to establish 
improvements in your business, making it increasingly 
sustainable. 

• Pursue certifi cation to prove your business’ 
sustainability to the market at large.

• Measure the monthly results and start to make 
decisions based on that data and information acquired.

• This Manual describes examples of sustainable practices 
for minimizing high negative impacts and maximizing 
positive impacts.

• Categorize the impacts as positive or negative and 
signifi cant or non-signifi cant.

• There are many ways to qualify these impacts.  

indicators, if possible, to track the process over time.

• Link your business goals to the identified impacts and 
plan new measures (sustainable practices) to achieve 
them.

The simplest is to consider how relevant it is (signifi cant 
or non-signifi cant) and how much it impacts the cost, 
image and runnin g of the business. Categorize them as 
low, medium, or high impact in order to make it easier to 
prioritize mitigation and planning initiatives.

• Examples of economic aspects: job creation, customer 
satisfaction, procurement of local products.

• Examples of social aspects: relationship with the local 
culture and community (population).

• Examples of environmental aspects: water 
consumption, energy consumption, generation of 
waste, generation of e�  uents (water and sewage).  

•Examples of economic impacts: increased employment 
and income or higher customer satisfaction.

•Examples of social impacts: community satisfaction 
(local population) or promotion of local culture.

• Examples of environmental impacts: reducing water 
availability, soil contamination or polluted surface water 
(rivers and lakes).

• Evaluate the results of new sustainable practices. 
Assess the situation before and after measures have 
been implemented and use indicators, if possible, to 
track the process over time.
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Guide to achieve your
 business certifi cation

Evaluate the need to seek consulting and training services to prepare for 
certifi cation.4

Contact the certifi cation entity and apply for a technical and commercial 
proposal to assess the conditions and feasibility of certifi cation.3

Determine which certifi cation has the highest potential to 
demonstrate that your business is sustainable to the market.1

Conduct an evaluation (new self-diagnosis or internal audit) to check if 
everything is set up for certifi cation.6

Start the certifi cation process and, after certifi ed, use this result to give visibility 
to the sustainability of your business or destination.7

Make a self-diagnosis.2

Initiate activities that comply with certifi cation requirements.5
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How can you 
make your 

destination more 
sustainable?

Identify leaders in the destination.

Raise leaders’ awareness and engage with them on the 
importance of sustainability for tourism development in the 
territory.

Establish a governance body with the leaders.

Engage with the group and identify the aspects and impacts 
the destinations’ tourism market. Categorize the impacts as 
positive or negative and signifi cant or non-signifi cant.

Implement measures (sustainable practices) to minimize the 
impacts that are considered high.

1

2

3

4

5

STEP ACTION

Standardization and Certification for SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
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Organize and set up awareness-raising e� orts and engagement 
with leaders, including campaigns, seminars, lectures and 
training on sustainable tourism.

If there already is a Municipal Tourist Board, use it for that 
purpose. If necessary, establish a working group or thematic 
boards. 

Examples of sustainable practices can be found in chapter 5 
of this Manual.

There are any number of ways that these impacts can be 
qualifi ed. The simplest is to consider how relevant the impact is 
in terms of issues for the local territory/population (for negative 
impacts) and benefi ts for the local territory/population (for those 
that are positive). Do this by classifying them into low impact, 
medium impact and high impact.

It is important to fully engage with the various stakeholders 
(local government, private initiatives, non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs), neighborhood associations, 
cooperatives, trade guilds and others) to increase the chance 
that this initiative is successful.

COMMENTS
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How can you 
make your 

destination 
more 

sustainable?

Track the results.

Create objectives for the destination.

Establish the habit of periodically evaluating the results of 
your business (indicators and goals).

Develop and implement a strategy for sustainable 
development at the destination.

6

7

8

9

STEP ACTION
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Defi ne business goals related to the impacts, along with the 
measures and indicators applied, to establish improvements 
in the territory or for the local population, making it increasingly 
sustainable. If the goals have already been established, 
link them to the identifi ed impacts and plan new measures 
(sustainable practices) to achieve them.

Measure the results on a monthly basis and start to make 
investment decisions on public policy based on that data and 
information acquired.

Reassess the public policies that have been adopted and tourism 
marketing plan by redefi ning the strategy for the territory.

Evaluate the results with the measures taken (sustainable 
practices). Assess the situation before and after the measures 
have been implemented. If at all possible, use indicators to 
track the process over time.

COMMENTS
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